An atom that couples to two distinct leaky optical cavities is driven by an external optical white noise field. We describe how entanglement between the light fields sustained by two optical cavities arises in such a situation. The entanglement is maximized for intermediate values of the cavity damping rates and the intensity of the white noise field, vanishing both for small and for large values of these parameters and thus exhibiting a stochastic-resonance-like behaviour. This example illustrates the possibility of generating entanglement by exclusively incoherent means and sheds new light on the constructive role noise may play in certain tasks of interest for quantum information processing. 03.65.Bz Quantum entanglement holds the key for qualitatively new forms of information processing [1] . This discovery has fueled an increasing interest in fully understanding how to create, manipulate and exploit entanglement, a resource which has no classical analogue. From a practical point of view, creating and exploiting entanglement has become tantamount to minimizing the impact of noise. In any real experimental scenario, the unavoidable interaction of the quantum processor with its surroundings results in a decoherence process. As a consequence, whatever initial entanglement may be present in the system of interest, it will subsequently degrade and the system may end up in a mixed state whose amount of entanglement does not suffice to overcome the performance of classically correlated states. It is therefore of paramount importance for the practical realization of quantum information processing protocols to engineer mechanisms to prevent or minimize the impact of environmental noise.
Quantum entanglement holds the key for qualitatively new forms of information processing [1] . This discovery has fueled an increasing interest in fully understanding how to create, manipulate and exploit entanglement, a resource which has no classical analogue. From a practical point of view, creating and exploiting entanglement has become tantamount to minimizing the impact of noise. In any real experimental scenario, the unavoidable interaction of the quantum processor with its surroundings results in a decoherence process. As a consequence, whatever initial entanglement may be present in the system of interest, it will subsequently degrade and the system may end up in a mixed state whose amount of entanglement does not suffice to overcome the performance of classically correlated states. It is therefore of paramount importance for the practical realization of quantum information processing protocols to engineer mechanisms to prevent or minimize the impact of environmental noise.
The general approach of research so far has been to try to isolate potential quantum information processors as much as possible from the environment. The existing approaches can be classified into three categories. Quantum error correction [2] uses redundant coding to protect quantum states against noisy environments. This procedure is successful provided the error rate is sufficiently small. It requires a significant overhead in resources, both in the number of additional qubits and additional quantum gates, which makes this technique challenging within the limitations of presently available technology. A more economic approach consists of exploiting the existence of so-called decoherence-free subspaces that are completely insensitive to specific types of noise, for example dephasing [3] . This approach tends to require fewer overheads, but is only applicable in specific situations. As an example, Kielpinski et al. [4] have recently showed how the lifetime of an entangled pair of ions held in an ion trap can be increased by an order of magnitude. A third theoretical approach consists of implementing loop control strategies, where the use of ancillary systems is avoided at the prize of interacting with the quantum processor, either using deterministic [5] or stochastic [6] dynamic control. The modus operandi of all these strategies relies on either trying to shield the system from the environmental noise or actively restore the corrupted dynamics to the ideal one. In this article we will explore the possibility of adopting a different strategy. Instead of attempting to combat noise, can we actually use noise to play a constructive role in quantum information processing? We will focus here on the problem of generating entanglement when only incoherent sources are available and demonstrate that, indeed, controllable entanglement can arise in this situation.
The idea that dissipation can assist the generation of entanglement has been put forward recently [7] . In a sys-tem comprising two atoms held in an optical cavity, it was shown that the decay of the cavity field can be employed to assist the preparation of a pure maximally entangled state of the ions inside the cavity. Without the cavity decay, the reduced state of the two-ion system is an inseparable mixture at all times. Including photon leakage leads to the undesired parts of the global wave-function to decay and, therefore, such terms are eliminated for sufficiently large times. If leakage is monitored, an absence of photo-detections implies the presence of a maximally entangled state of the two ions inside the cavity. This idea was then further elaborated on to show that cavity decay can be used to establish entanglement between different cavities [8] .
Our approach here is more radical. We want employ white noise, not as an exclusively passive, dissipative element, but as the actual driving force of the system, and the only one. Consider the situation depicted in Figure  1 . An atomic system is surrounded by two distinct optical cavities initially prepared in the vacuum state. The system is driven by an external thermal field whose intensity will be characterized in terms of an effective photon number. Both cavities are assumed to be non-ideal and leak photons at rates κ a and κ b . The Bloch equations governing the time evolution the global system are given byρ
with a Hamiltonian contribution describing the internal energies of the atom and the two cavities as well as the atom-cavity coupling. The Liouvillean part describes the cavity decay and the interaction of the atom with a thermal light field. The Hamilton operator does not contain any external coherent driving field and is given by
where g a(b) is the coupling constant of the atom to cavity modes a(b). The Liouvillean is given by
Here Γ describes the coupling strength of the atom to the external fields and n T Γ is the transition rate due to the thermal field. The spectral width of the thermal field is large compared to the linewidth of the atomic transition so that its effect is that of a white noise source. Note that n T can be interpreted as an effective photon number and that spontaneous decay of the atom out of the cavities is included in this scenario via the n T + 1 term. To simplify the following considerations we assume that ν A = ν B = ω and chose an interaction picture
Now we have the basic set of equations in place to describe the system comprising the atom and the two cavities. Analytical solutions are very hard to obtain and very lengthy. It is therefore more illuminating to study the system numerically. As the dimensionality of the problem increases very rapidly with the maximal number of photons that we account for in our simulations it is of advantage to consider the special case where both optical cavities decay at the same rate. This will allow us to reduce the dimensionality of the problem significantly while retaining the typical behaviour of the general system.
If we assume that κ a = κ b , i.e. both cavities decay with the same rate to the environment, then we are able to introduce two new, effective, modes. This simple basis change is given by the definition of two new mode operators
In this new basis, the Hamiltonian and Liouvillean part of the master equation can be rewritten as
and
where κ = κ a = κ b . It is straightforward to transform between the different mode pictures. For example given a Fock state of the effective cavity modes c and d, we can express it in terms of a linear combination of Fock states of the physical modes a and b via
We observe that, due to the transformation to the new set of effective modes, we have one mode (mode d) which is completely decoupled from the Hamiltonian dynamics and is damped under the Liouvillean dynamics. As a consequence, irrespective of the initial state of mode d, it will not be populated in steady state. Therefore, we begin all our numerical investigations with both of the effective modes c and d in the vacuum state (which implies that both physical modes a and b are in the ground state). As the mode d will then never be populated, we can disregard mode d from the dynamics and remove it from the numerical integration of the master equation. With this approach the numerical integration becomes much more efficient and we can now study the entanglement physics of our system.
Time Noise intensity
Log-Negativity [9] of the two-cavity field state as a function of the intensity of the external incoherent driving (characterized by the effective photon number nT ) and the time at which we determine the state of the light fields. We have chosen νa = ν b = ω, ga = g b = 1, κa = κ b = 2 and Γ = 0.2. Note that the entanglement achieves its maximum for an intermediate intensity of the noisy driving field, a phenomenon reminiscent of stochastic resonance [13] .
FIG. 2. Amount of entanglement
A typical result is illustrated in Figure 2 where we have plotted the amount of entanglement of the joint state of the two cavity modes (after tracing out the atomic system) as a function of the intensity of the thermal field (characterized by the effective photon number n T ) and time. The chosen parameters are ν a = ν b = ω, g a = g b = 1, κ a = κ b = 1 and Γ = 0.2. The entanglement is quantified by the so-called logarithmic negativity N (ρ) [9] . In our simulation we cut off the intra-cavity photon number at a value of 3 (simulations with a cutoff of 4 photons lead to indistinguishable results). Note that for any value of t, the behaviour of the amount of entanglement of the light field is non-monotonic, it increases to a maximum value for an optimal intensity of the noisy driving field and then decreases towards zero for a sufficiently large intensity. This behaviour has its qualitative origin in the following observations: For small intensities of the noisy driving field, the mean energy in the system is small and as a consequence only very few energy levels are populated. Therefore the entanglement is small as well. For very large intensities of the driving field, the system becomes very mixed and any coherence and entanglement is destroyed. Therefore in both limiting cases of high and low intensity we expect little entanglement with a maximum at an intermediate intensity. This behaviour is reminiscient of the well-known phenomenon of stochastic resonance [13] (see also [14, 15] ) where the coherent response of a system to a periodic signal is maximized in the presence of an intermediate amount of noise.
Cavity decay rate
Noise intensity Log-Negativity This first approach to trace out the atom may appear rather crude and a more sophisticated approach would involve a measurement on the atom. Indeed the expected amount of entanglement between the light fields can be increased if we subject the atomic system to a projective measurement in the {|1 , |2 } basis. We have not plotted the resulting curves as they exhibit qualitatively the same behaviour as in Fig. 2 but with an entanglement is approximately twice as large.
It is also worthwhile to study the steady state entanglement of the cavity light fields as a function of both the intensity of the noisy driving field and of the cavity decay rates. In Figure 3 we present these result for
The system exhibits a double resonance in both parameters again reminding of a stochastic resonance. This demonstrates that both the noisy driving field and the cavity decay are necessary ingredients to generate steady state entanglement in this system. Note that a related effect assisted by cavity decay has been found recently by Nha et al. [12] when studying the generation of squeezing in a coherently driven atom-cavity system. There, the squeezing is maximized as the cavity decay is increased to an optimal value and degrades for larger decay rates.
To summarize, we have presented a preparation technique to entangle two light fields using only incoherent processes. Entanglement is present in the system at all times and its exact amount is a non monotonic function of the intensity of the external, incoherent driving. This behaviour resembles the phenomenon of stochastic resonance, where the response of a non-linear system to a weak periodic driving can be enhanced when supplemented with a noisy field of certain optimal intensity [13] (See [14, 15] for proposed demonstrations in the quantum domain). In our case, the amount of entanglement of the two light fields is maximized for an optimal value of the external noisy field. If the intensity of the incoherent driving is increased beyond this optimal value, the negativity of the state decreases. This situation exemplifies the fact that tunable noisy sources can play a constructive role in certain situations and opens a new venue for exploring efficient ways to exploit the presence of noise when the aim is to generate entanglement in a controllable way.
